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Importance of Using Tested Accessories for
AB Cable Power Distribution Lines
Aerial Bundled Cable (ABC) is an innovative
concept for Over Head (OH) power distribution.
When compared to the conventional bare
conductor OH distribution system, ABC provides
higher safety and reliability, lower power losses,
stability in voltage regulation and ultimate system
economy by reducing installation, maintenance,
and operation cost.
The construction and mechanical properties
of the AB Cable system originate from the HD 626
standard. The most influential factor in aging ABC
cables is the use of non-standard cable connectors,
accessories and clamps because they allow water
ingress which slowly damages the cable.
Thus, as with any power distribution system, if
the goal is to minimise downtime of the line and
extend its lifetime, then the accessories that are
used along with a LV AB Cable system should be
tested according to the relevant testing standards.
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Testing of AB Cable Accessories
The testing of Accessories to Low Voltage AB
Cable systems can be broken down into 3 major
testing buckets:
1. Mechanical Testing
2. Electrical Testing
3. Environmental Testing
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The major products used as accessories to Low
Voltage AB Cable systems:
Suspension Clamps:
Suspension Clamps are used along with a bracket or
other supporting hardware to suspend and grip, without
damaging, a LV AB Cable system. They can also be used in
conjunction with insulation piercing connectors to provide
service connections by tapping the mainline.
Anchoring Clamps:
Anchoring Clamps are used along with a bracket or
other supporting hardware to strain the messenger or
cable to terminate the line or to provide an angle of up to
90 degrees for the LV AB Cable system without damaging
the cable's insulation.
Service Clamps
Service Clamps are used along with a bracket or other
supporting hardware to strain the insulated service
conductor of a LV AB Cable system to provide turn angles,
anchor service lines on walls, or support tap-offs for the
service lines without damaging the cable's insulation.
Insulation Piercing Connectors (IPC's)
Insulation Piercing Connectors are used on all AB
cable systems (messenger wire & supporting system) to

take a tap connection. This tap can be used to
continue the line, distribute the line, used in street
lighting or in-service connections to households. The
design allows the connection to be completely sealed
against any water ingress, thus acting as a waterproof
connector.
Midspan Joints or Insulated Bimetallic Lugs
1. Pre-insulated midspan joints are used for the
insulated AB cables phase or neutral to join two cables.
2. Pre-insulated Bimetallic lugs are used for
insulated AB cables phase or neutral to terminate the
cables.
Mechanical Testing
The clamps and connectors mentioned above
undergo load tests, slip tests & endurance tests to
ensure that the device can withstand the load
conditions of the AB Cable in real-world scenarios
without slippage. The midspan joints and pre-insulated
bimetallic lugs are put through their mechanical tests
after the crimping of the products.
The IPChas to make its connection without
causing damage to the conductor. Thus, the tap and
main conductor are put through a tensile strength test
after the application of the IPC to ensure that cable
strands have not been cut through the application of
the product which would weaken the conductor.
Electrical Testing
The clamps and connectors are put through a 6 kV
test to ensure that none of the components of the
product become electrified during the test. The reason
for this test is to ensure the safety of the power line
worker or any other person who may accidentally touch
the product while the line is live.
The most influential factor in aging ABC cables is
the use of non-standard cable connectors, accessories,
and clamps because they allow water ingress which
slowly damages the cable. Since the primary function
of IPC is to pierce through the XLPE insulation covering
the aluminium conductor to form an electrical
connection, water ingress on an AB Cable is most likely
at the location of the IPC if non-standard products are
used. Axis IPC's are tested to a 6kV underwater test to
ensure a waterproof connection without any electrical
leakage.
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Environmental Testing
Since these products are used on outdoor
overhead power distribution systems, the clamps must
undergo corrosion & climatic aging to ensure that the
clamps can withstand the harsh conditions that exist
outdoors such as direct sunlight, rain, etc.
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Distribution Boxes
Low voltage distribution boxes for AB Cable
Systems are a complex product that requires testing as
per many different standards including IS 14772, IS
8623, UL 746C & IEC:60695-2.
TESTING STANDARDS
Product
Suspension Clamps
Anchoring Clamps
Service Clamps
Insulation Piercing
Connectors (IPC)
Midspan Joints &
Pre-insulated
Bimetallic Lugs

Testing Standard
NFC 33 - 040 / BS EN 50483
NFC 33 - 041 / BS EN 50483
NFC 33 - 042
NFC 33 - 020 / BS EN 50483
NFC 33 - 021

Mechanical Testing
The distribution boxes are put through several
mechanical testing including impact tests, IP tests, glow
wire tests and flammability tests. The purpose of the
impact tests is to ensure that the product is not brittle and
can endure some physical damage in the outdoor
environment. IP testing ensures safety from water and
dust ingress. The glow wire and flammability test are both
conducted to make sure that, in case of a fire, the box is
able to self-extinguish a fire and not propagate the fire.
Electrical Testing
Axis Low Voltage Distribution Boxes are also put
through electrical tests where they are tested for surges
from 2 kV to 4 kV. The purpose of the test is to ensure
that there is no leakage current and therefore no chance
of a human suffering an electrical shock in case they
touch the product. This test also showcases that the box
would be intact without any failure in case of an
electrical surge.
Environmental Testing
As with all the other products in the system, these
distribution boxes are used outdoors and are thus
tested to check for the effect of UV rays on the product.
Conclusion
At Axis, we conduct an intensive system of testing
for all our products as per the appropriate international
testing standards during design, validation, and final
production. We are confident of our products and offer
them to our customers with the assurance that our
products will not fail on the line. It is paramount that
contractors use tested products along with their AB
Cable systems.

OPINION: Building a better
energyscape in 2021
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he pandemic has signaled that
emerging areas such as electric
mobility, railway electrification, smart
cities, data centres will come to rely heavily on
intelligent infrastructure to be sustainable.
People in the power and utility industry have
been on a treadmill this year. While adhering to
social distancing guidelines, they have been
working tirelessly to ensure round-the-clock
electricity for millions of citizens hunkered down
at home. From understanding and accounting for a
change in power consumption patterns real-time
to managing an evolving synchronous power grid
perfectly, the power industry has been on its toes
constantly.
Pandemic-induced lockdowns severely
restricted work across infrastructure,
manufacturing and private sectors and led to
losses for power companies and DISCOMs, hurting
electricity demand. Sun only began to shine softly
after about half a year for them when the second
wave of the Coronavirus infections subsided,
mobility restrictions eased, and the demand for
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electricity picked up
By October, demand had smashed previous year's
levels, having gone up by 13.65 percent during the first
week itself. Rising consumption against a clamour for
clean energy showed that the carbon-neutral future has
to be electric, wherein electricity will form the
backbone of our entire energy system.
India's power sector has transforming rapidly. The
Government of India's focus on attaining 24/7 power for
all has accelerated capacity addition and altered the
grid. There is an ever-rising penetration of renewable
resources, and by 2030, renewables will account 55
percent of the total installed power capacity or 500
Gigawatts. Besides, through various initiatives such as
PM Kusum Yojana to harness more solar energy and
FAME-ll, which focuses on e-vehicle charging
infrastructure, the government has made it clear that
safeguarding our environment is a priority.
However, increasing electricity production without
increasing our carbon footprint is a herculean task. One
that cannot be sustained unless we invest in the right
technology. There is a clear need across the power
sector to increase transparency and bring more
efficiency in operations to manage hybrid power and
power loads, transmit power to remote underserved
areas, and to reduce energy and commercial losses.

Digitalization is a sure ally for DISCOMs to
improve their performance, for policymakers to
make existing schemes more fruitful and for the
government to make the transition to clean energy
more enduring.
The Covid-19 crisis highlighted the importance
of digitalization in powering our economy. We saw
it in action when on April 5 the nation turned lights
off for nine minutes at 9 pm to showcase solidarity
with the Covid-19 survivors and frontline workers.
In those minutes, the grid experienced a sudden
demand vacuum. Without real time insight into
power assets there could have been brownouts or
blackouts when people turned the lights back on.
The adoption of digital technology solutions,
however, enabled grid operators to remotely
monitor and efficiently operate their mission critical
assets, ensuring power availability and grid stability
for such a challenge.

In a way, the pandemic has also signalled that
emerging areas such as electric mobility, railway
electrification, smart cities, data centres will come to
rely heavily on intelligent infrastructure to be
sustainable. Besides, appropriate technology is crucial
to raising the level of our energy efficiency. We must
make better use of our existing infrastructure, befriend
innovative technology, tap into new energy sources by
transitioning to nature-positive solutions and usher in a
stakeholder economy where everyone has a role to
play. Encouragement for cross-industry, cross-boundary
partnerships will enable the exchange of ideas and
technologies that will facilitate India to discover its true
potential.
2021 is our opportunity to build back better.

Hybrid tech, new wave of reforms will help India transition
to renewable energy, say experts

— Rajnath Ram, advisor, energy, Niti Aayog
The Economic Times brought together corporate leaders from the
clean energy sector, a leading consultant and the head of the energy
vertical at Niti Aayog to discuss the challenges and solutions in the major
transformation underway in the energy sector – from the domination of
the stable, reliable but polluting fossil fuels to the rapid expansion of wind and solar energy, which is clean and
renewable but very intermittent. The panelists and the government official agreed that a new wave of policies,
reforms and regulations, along with the use of hybrid technology will help India adjust to renewable energy's
transition from being a small add-on in electricity supply to being its major and fastest-growing component.
Edited excerpts.
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Mr Ram, how prepared is India's power sector for the massive growth in renewable energy?
Rajnath Ram, advisor, energy, Niti Aayog: We have planned this transition in a very smooth manner. A CEA
report says that renewable energy up to 17%, with the existing grid, there are no major issues in integration. If
we move to the higher share of renewable energy, certainly you need balancing. We are looking for batteries
storage, pump storage and other kind of storage solutions for balancing. And we are coming out with the
advanced chemistry cell battery manufacturing policy that is under final stage.
"We cannot only rely on imported equipment for this huge target of 450 Gigawatts of renewable energy
by 2030."
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Vipul Tuli, Renewables will exceed that
landmark of 17%. What policy initiatives are
needed, and is hybrid technology the solution?
Vipul Tuli, Managing Director, Sembcorp Energy
India Ltd: I think we are now at the stage where the
next wave of rules, reforms and regulations are
required to take us to, let's say, 20% and beyond. I
think, as renewables move from being sort of just
something that fills in the gaps here and there to
being something very mainstream, the question of
reliability and scale comes to the fore. Hybrid is
certainly one of the very core solutions, but not the
only solution.

Ashish Khanna, President, Renewables, Tata
Power NSE 0.13 %: More of renewables is now
focused towards solar and more and more solar is
now commoditized. Rather than the quality of power,
the competitiveness of the tariff is something
everyone is now focusing on. If you look six years
back, in solar we are virtually 8-10x. Unprecedented in
our infrastructure segment to have a growth of this
nature. Wind has also been steady. Is this growing on
a standalone basis? Are we going to miss all the
infrastructure on which we have already invested say,
thermal fossil fuel infrastructure. Should we just
forget about it?

Alok Nanda, Vipul said hybrids are not the only
solution. Do you agree?

Mr Ram, you should respond to policy issues
raised by panellists.

Alok Nanda, CEO for GE India Technology
Centre: There are three basic aspects for any nation
when it comes to energy: Energy security,
environmental concerns and cost of electricity. As we
transition to more penetration of renewables,
hybrids is inevitable because of these factors. If we
only have one source, which is intermittent in nature,
like most of the renewables are, that's renewables
are, that's something which takes that capacity
utilization factors really low. If you combine the
sources of energy and you combine them with the
help of technology, like one of the technologies that
we have … you utilize your energy sources more
optimally. From that perspective, hybrids are
inevitable.
"The question of reliability, and the question of
scale really comes to the fore, because renewables
will now start to be
looked at as a real
baseload substitute,
as opposed to a sort
of challenger in the
mix.”
— Vipul Tuli,
Managing Director,
Sembcorp Energy
India Ltd

Rajnath Ram: Mr. Ashhish Khanna said we are
looking more towards the solar than wind. But kindly
remember that before solar took off, wind was the
highest one. There was some change in the policy
regime moving from feed-in tarrif to the competitive
bidding, There were some issues which crop there,
because the supply chain was getting much affected.
So, that was the one reason but nevertheless, now the
government is coming out with the streamlining the
sector and we are coming out with the manufacturing
policy also. The issues he has raised thermal, which
are already in place, is an issue. The CEA has notified
about 25 GW plants they should retire in due course
of time.

Ashish Khanna, your company is very strong in
coal, and getting stronger by the day in renewables.
What are your thoughts on the
inevitability of hybrids.
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While hybrids seem inevitable, companies seem
more excited about plain-vanilla solar tenders. What
is the reason, Vinay?
Vinay Rustugi, Managing Director, Bridge to
India: Some recent solar tenders have been massively
oversubscribed. The reasons are very simple. Land and
transmission challenges for wind projects are much
more acute than for solar projects. Solar technology is
much more widely available and solar power is
cheaper. Wind is a more complex. There are only
about two or three proven suppliers in the country. So
to get assured supply from them at the acceptable
kind of cost levels is a major challenge. But I believe
the days of plain solar are going to be much more
limited. I think everybody is talking about hybrid
technology, which is obviously needed to grow
renewables.

“More of renewables is now focused towards
solar, and more and more solar is now
commoditized. Rather than the quality of power,
the competitiveness of the tariff is something
everyone is now focusing on”
— Ashish
Khanna,
President,
Renewables,
Tata Power

Vipul, how optimistic are you that, the sector
will get reformed and renewables will evolve in the
right way with necessary support?
Vipul Tuli: On a lighter note, you have to be
optimistic if you want to operate in the power sector
in India. But very often the good work gets ignored.
I'll just give you examples. Our national grid, it is one
of the most phenomenal global power assets that
exists. If you look at the speed, scale and costs at
which renewables have been developed, that's very
noteworthy. And, from the discoms physical losses
have fallen (significantly). So, overall, I would say I'm
optimistic.
Alok, with the challenges that wind energy is
facing, how do we combine various sources to give
reliable power?
Alok Nanda: S
olar is the least cost, gas is the highest efficiency,
and coal has available infrastructure. If you take all
these things together, you put in the technology of a
good control engine backed by data based machine
learning based algorithm based optimizer, there is
nothing better than that. If you don't utilize all the
sources of energy to their optimal, we don't make a
smoot transition.
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Vipul Tuli: You need the solar because it's cheap
and plentiful; wind because it's the only scalable,
renewable that's there at the peak when we really
need the power. You need the conventional, that's
absolutely necessary, because there is no viable
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storage technology at that scale yet, and you need
it for reliability. There's lakhs of crores of investment
in those and as their PLF goes lower and lower as solar
and wind eats into those, you have to have some
solution to transition those out. Because otherwise
they'll simply shut down and they're not available for
support.
Ashish Khanna: Let us put across two facts on the
table. Let's appreciate that on 9th April, when we had
9 minutes of shutdown, the country did phenomenally
well. So it's not that the country is not in a position to
take the load's ups and downs, which is
unprecedented. I would like to add that when you
actually take the load cover of cities and the
generation of solar and wind, and we have done that
exercise ourselves for many cities here, they
complement each other. That's where the natural
hybrid comes. The fact remains that in the gaps that
come in, how would you fill that gap in? And what is
the most cost-optimum solution for that gap? You can
fill it through that storage, or you can fill it through
some other power that can quickly ramp up or ramp
down. Gas is not a solution for us, which is available in
many other parts of the world.
Companies have conflicting views on this because
India has a shortage. Vinay, as a consultant, you
would have an independent view.
Vinay Rustugi: The government should specify
that this is the amount of power needed during these
hours for this much time etc, and you can provide it
from whatever sources, provided of course there is
compliance with RPO at the consumer end, and
carbon emission generation at the supply end.
Rajnath Ram, would this suggestion be
acceptable to the government?
Rajnath Ram:
Some of the
suggestions are
excellent,
combining the
different options for
providing firm power.
Vipul has mentioned
that wind can be a
better solution with

solar, thermal can be a better solution. Basically, we
have to look at all the aspects. Wind is also very site
specific, it is not available across the country. We
have to look at thermal, we have to look
somewhere for pump hydro to be available.
Somewhere, where the other sources are not
available, the other options can be explored.
Battery could be one of the solutions.
Let me put forward one major question here.
We are picking up 450 GW by 2030, but our
manufacturing base is very limited. We have about
2 GW of solar cell manufacturing, and some more
capacity for panels. We cannot only rely on
imported equipment for this huge target. We are
working with MNRE for a solar cell manufacturing
policy for cutting-edge technology. In wind sector,
after having the tariff-based bidding process, a lot
of industries had finished. We need to really work
on that area.

of storage solutions, depending on the evolution of
the industry. We engaged World Bank to assess the
demand for the country. Some of the states are
evaluating, and the report might be coming out by end
of November, or early December.
"Until and unless we have domestic technology
which the players and the companies have access to
homegrown technology, you can't have this objective
of atmanirbhar fully met”
— Vinay Rustugi, Managing Director, Bridge to
India

Ram, you had mentioned a policy for storage.
How adaptable and flexible would be policy be?
Rajnath Ram: There can't be a one-fit solution
for all. We have to really explore the multiple kinds

Interview

Will invest across renewables, solar
manufacturing, transmission in 2021:
Sumant Sinha, ReNew Power
The other big focus
area for the firm will be
commissioning of projects
which are in the pipeline
and nearing completion
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ntroduction of long-term measures including
privatisation of distribution companies to improve the
sector's health are absolutely necessary now, Sumant
Sinha, chairman and managing director, ReNew Power

What are your top policy demands from the
government for next year?
Indian renewable energy sector has come a long
way since 2014 and a stable policy regime has been
a critical component of its success and growth.
Going forward as India looks to mainstream
renewables and address the problem of
intermittency some of the key tasks would be to
expedite the signing of pending power purchase
agreements for bids already completed... upgrading
the transmission infrastructure as with new capacity
addition from
renewables, existing infrastructure is nearing full
capacity. New transmission infrastructure will
ensure upcoming projects do not face any
bottlenecks due to constrained transmission
capacity. Many more renewable resource rich areas
can also be tapped if the transmission infrastructure
is augmented in these areas.
Other than this, distribution sector reforms will
also play a key role in keeping the sector healthy.
The government has already taken some steps
towards reforming distribution companies and
hopefully next year we will see the process
gathering pace.
Further, a clear policy on inter-state transmission
system (ISTS) needs to be charted out. Given that
ISTS waiver for a renewable energy (RE) project is
limited to June 2023, it is important that a roadmap
for these innovative future bids is finalised. If the
roadmap is not finalised, the government should
then consider an extension of ISTS waiver beyond
June 2023.
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What will be the major highlights in your
company?
As the economic recovery continues in 2021, I
expect
auctions of new projects to gather pace. We are
likely to see more hybrid projects and storage-based
projects, to be put out for bidding. The other big
focus area for our firm will be commissioning of
projects which are in the pipeline and nearing
completion. I expect our leadership, in innovation
and technology, in areas of storage, round-the-clock
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projects and manufacturing, will continue in 2021.
What are your investment plans for 2021?
We plan to make substantial investments across
renewables, solar manufacturing, transmission and
other emerging areas in the power sector value chain,
next year.
What are your Budget 2021 expectations?
The union government has taken several measures
recently which have positively impacted the sector.
Introduction of PLI scheme, liquidity infusion in
discoms and notifying power as a service has made
the sector more robust. This Budget, therefore,
presents an opportunity for the government to take a
step further on the road of Aatma nirbharta and
offer clarity on the duty structure for solar
manufacturing in India. Clarity on duty structure for
manufacturing will boost local manufacturing and kick
start the virtuous cycle of development, upstream and
downstream.
The government should also look at supporting
storage as a short-term measure through concessional
duty structure till local manufacturing gathers pace.
An increased allocation to MNRE for exploring areas
such as offshore, hydrogen and storage will be crucial
for India to achieve its ambition of 450 GW of
renewable energy by 2030.
What is your assessment of the health of the RE
sector at present?
The RE sector has remained relatively insulated by the
COVID-19 shock; government policies such as the
classifying power as an essential service and 'mustrun' status to renewables has helped the sector stay
afloat. The recent liquidity infusion by the Central
government into the sector, through a special scheme
for distribution companies has also brought about
much needed relief. However, longer term measures
including privatisation of distribution companies to
improve the sector's health, are absolutely necessary
now. The finances of distribution companies have
been badly hit by COVID-19 triggered lockdowns
across the country and further assistance by the
central government may be needed to ensure that the
sector is able to tide over these challenging times.

Congratulations

Mr. Anil Saboo elected as
President, IEEMA for 2020-21

IEEMA also announced that other office bearers –Mr. Vijay Karia, Chairman
and Managing Director, RavinInfraprojectsPrivate Ltd and Mr Neeraj Nanda,
President-South Asia (T&D Solar), KEC International Ltdare also elected as Vice
Presidents for the year 2020-2021.
August 27, 2020: Indian Electrical & Electronics Manufacturers' Association
(IEEMA) - the apex association of the Indian electrical equipment manufacturing
industry, is pleased to announce that Mr.Anil Saboo hasbeen electedas the
President, IEEMA for 2020-2021. Mr. Saboo will take over the coveted post
during the IEEMA annual convention and AGM to be held on September 23, 2020
themed as 'AatmaNirbhar Bharat'.
Mr. Anil Saboo is an entrepreneur, innovator, mentor and a philanthropist by
heart. His venture 'Elektrolites (Power) Private Limited' has earned its steady
growth and success through its core principles of innovations, ethics, excellence
and customer focus.Mr. Saboo launched his venture at a young age of 20. He
believes passion, patience, persistence and perseverance make an unbeatable
combination for success. And innovation is keys to drive it further
The association believes that he will provide exceptional leadership to
IEEMA at this important juncturebecause of his outstanding professional
credentials and extensive international experience. He is very well known in the
Industry for his work with Utilities and across Electrical Equipment spectrum and
people management.
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About IEEMA:IEEMA is the apex association of manufacturers of electrical, industrial electronics and allied equipment in India founded in the year 1948. IEEMA
members contribute to more than 95% of the power equipment installed in India. The Indian electrical equipment industry size is of USD 42 billion with exports of
USD 7 billion. IEEMA plays a crucial policy advocacy role with government and its agencies. It works closely with standardisation bodies, R&D organisations and
testing institutes for formulating Indian standards for developing energy efficient products.
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A View Point

Confident India will emerge as the top
manufacturing hub for EVs: Nitin Gadkari
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ndia is well poised
to emerge as the
world's foremost
manufacturing hub for a
variety of electric vehicles,
and this should happen in
due course of time, believes
N i t i n G a d ka r i , U n i o n
Minister for MSME, Road,
Transport and highways.
The minister added
that besides the electric
technology for automotive,
the use of fuel ethanol,
methanol biodiesel and bio
CNG is being proactively
promoted.
“The country is now focussing on the huge
potential of biofuels and I am 100% confident that
in due course of time, India will emerge as the
number 1 manufacturing hub for electric cars,
electric bikes, electric buses, electric twowheelers,” Gadkari said at the inaugural session of
TiE Global Summit 2020 held today.
“We are making ethanol from sugarcane,
molasses and corns. The government has given
permission for making it from the rice. Besides
various new technologies, we are doing research on
hydrogen fuel cells. In Public transport too, new
research and innovations are being carried out. I
believe these are the emerging sectors where a
huge potential lies for the country,” Gadkari said.
Calling Covid both a crisis and an opportunity
for Indian businesses, particularly for MSMEs, he
said Indian automobile industry's turnover now
stands at Rs 4.5 lakh crore, and the sector's ancillary
industries are already doing excellent jobs in
recovering from the ongoing pandemic ridden
phase.
The performance of our 2-wheelers and 4wheelers sectors is now back to pre-Covid levels
and these segments are now working to increase
their exports share, the minister added.
Betting big on rural India
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Stressing on the huge
business prospects of the
Indian rural economy, the
minister also said that the
government is encouraging firms
to look at rural India as a great
business destination.
“Our focus is on the
development of rural and tribalbased areas which offer great
business potential. The MSME
ministry is giving special priority
to segments such as honey, solar
charkhas and for making the
denim," Gadkari said, adding that
the leading US company Levi is
now using Indian- based denims.
“This shows that there exist several world-class
products that the country can offer to global markets,” he
added.
Stressing on the critical role being played by firms
based out of rural India, the Union Minister added that
village industries such as handlooms, handicrafts, Khadi
Gram Udyog, among others are today generating Rs 80
thousand crore revenues, which need to be hiked up to Rs 5
lakh crore in the next few years.
The minister also emphasised on the critical role
played by the country's MSME sector. Calling the MSME
segment 'the backbone of the Indian economy', he added
that 30% of the country's GDP is contributed by the MSME
sector, and out of our total exports, 48% comes from this
sector, which has so far created 11 crore jobs. “Now we
have decided to increase the MSME sector's 30% share 40
% and its exports share from the existing 48% to 60%... and
we further want to create five crore new jobs out of this
sector,” he added.
Reiterating the government's commitment for
helping the Covid-hit MSME sector, he further said that the
government's latest measures, including the new
definitions of MSME sector and the Emergency Credit Line
Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS), have been well received by
small businesses.
He added that the government is planning to take up
22 new green highway road projects across the country.

A View Point

India will generate the world's lowest-cost
renewable energy: Gautam Adani
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ndia will produce the cheapest renewable
energy in the world as costs continue to fall
and technology keeps advancing, while
sunshine and wind remain free, billionaire Gautam
Adani, whose group aims to be the global leader in
the sector, said.
“I strongly believe that the marginal cost of
electricity will continue to drop sharply as the
renewable energy boom accelerates, and India will
be the least expensive producer of renewable
energy," the Adani Group chairman said, speaking
at the TiE Global Summit on Wednesday.
He said renewable energy would be
transformational.
"After all, the sun and wind will always be free
and there is literally no limit to how many electrons
we will be able to pull out from a square inch of
silicon. What makes this mix of solar, wind and
storage even more transformational, is its
combination with digitisation," he further added.
Adani outlined global supply chains and digital
technology as the two key areas that India could
benefit from after the pandemic is over.
"Once we get to the other side of the Covid
pandemic and if India plays its cards right— I
believe we are very strongly positioned to take
advantage of two structural global changes that are
expected to happen," he said.
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Adani further added, "The pandemic has driven
home the fact that hyper-efficient supply chains are also
hyper-efficient supply chains are also hyper-fragile. The
primary objective that drove supply chains for the last 20
years was cost."
"Post Covid, flexibility will be treated as equally
important and allow supply chains to evolve to where they
should have been in the first place— multi-sourced and a
lot of localisation to support individual markets. India
stands to benefit significantly," the Ahmedabad-based
entrepreneur said.
Talking about digital technology, Adani said, "The
pandemic has taught us that the conventional need for
proximity may be irrelevant plus risk-prone. India already
had a head start in this area through its digital services
evolution," adding that both these factors can combine to
provide for millions of jobs in the coming years.
The Adani Group chairman also said that he expects
India to contribute 15% of the world's total GDP by 2050. "I
fully expect this to be the case as lot of the necessary
structural reforms that were needed are now getting in
place and these reforms lay the foundation for
accelerating our national growth. I would also expect that
by 2050, India would have created several of its own
trillion-dollar value companies," he predicted.
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A View Point

Maharashtra to generate 17,385 MW
from solar projects in next five years:
Power minister

Raut was addressing a
video conference on
renewable energy sector
“Renew India 2020
Decarburizing Industrial
Growth- the renewable way”
organized by the
Confederation of Indian
Industries.

Dr. Nitin Raut
Energy Minister, Maharashtra
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aharashtra will generate 17,385 MW from solar
projects in the next five years at much cheaper
rates, benefiting industries and agriculture in
the state,” said state energy minister Dr Nitin Raut while
addressing a video conference .
Raut was addressing a video conference on renewable
energy sector “Renew India 2020 Decarburizing Industrial
Growth- the renewable way” organized by the Confederation of
Indian Industries.
Raut said that recently, the Maha Vikas Aghadi government
had launched a new Renewable Energy Policy(REP), which would
attract investment of Rs 75,000 crore in the power sector and
other affiliated industries. "Solar power would be the cheapest
power compared to thermal power. Hence, the dream of
providing cheap power to industries and day time power to

agriculture will soon become a reality," he said.
As per the estimates, Maharashtra has a capacity
to produce 25,000 MW from solar projects, but the
energy department has framed the REP to produce
17,385 MW in the next five years, he added.
Raut said that the new REP had opened
opportunities for industries and investors in this sector.
"Those interested to invest in this sector will get single
window clearance. The project would get all kinds of

assistance from a
dedicated liaisoning officer
for big solar projects and a
coordination committee
will conduct a monthly
review of the progress for
the projects above 25
MW," he said.
Raut further informed
that grid connectivity will
be a right of the producers
and will be allowed open
access for ten years. He
said that the new REP
aimed at
providing day time power to agriculture pumps
and 5 lakh solar agriculture pumps would be installed
in the state in the next five years. About 10,000
households in remote are as would be given solar
power.
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Gujarat Announces

‘Solar Power Policy 2021';
Scraps Installed Capacity Boundation
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s per the new policy, the state
government has scrapped the
condition that the installed capacity of
a solar project needs to be 50 per cent of the
sanction load or contract demand.
With an aim to encourage small and medium
scale solar projects on residential, commercial and
industrial (C&I) premises, the Chief Minister of
Gujarat Vijay Rupani has unveiled the 'Gujarat Solar
Power Policy 2021'.
As per the new policy, the state government has
scrapped the condition that the installed capacity of
a solar project needs to be 50 per cent of the
sanction load or contract demand.
Now, an individual or industry can produce
solar power in their premises as per their
requirements and without any limit on the capacity,
reported PTI.
Further, the new policy will remain in effect for
5 years and solar projects, which come up during
this period will be eligible for various benefits for a
period of 25 years, a government release about the
policy stated.
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“Under this policy, people can even give their
terraces or premises to other developers on lease and
earn an income on it. With no limit on the installed
capacity, industries can produce more solar power and
bring down their overall production cost,” Rupani said.
This policy will make 'Made in Gujarat' products more
competitive globally, he said.
To encourage people to opt for solar panels, the state
government has also announced that additional
electricity from roof-top residential projects and captive
MSME units will be purchased at Rs 2.25 per unit for a
period of five years, it was stated.
Moreover, a group of industries can also come
together to set up a captive solar project at one place and
distribute power as per their share in the investment,
state energy minister Saurabh Patel said.
Currently, solar project developers need to pay a
security deposit of Rs 25 lakh for each MW of installed
capacity to distribution companies under the Power
Purchase Agreement, he said.
In the new policy, the deposit amount has been
slashed to just Rs 5 lakhs for a MW, the minister added.
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Deliveries of fastest

electric motorcycle start

One Electric will
commence
deliveries in Tamil
Nadu and Kerala
next month in
January 2021,
followed by
Maharashtra and
Delhi NCR
thereafter

O

ne Electric today announced that deliveries of their
electric motorcycle, KRIDN, have started in Hyderabad
and Bengaluru through their distribution partners,
whose details are available on the company's website.
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"Hyderabad and Bengaluru have shown very high interest in pre
bookings, therefore we have started from these cities. Dealer
feedback from test rides shows that the customers are surprised at
the excellent performance in speed and power coming from an
electric motorcycle. Customers are also happy about riding a powerful
motorcycle without gears. The only part which requires explanation is

how the total cost of ownership is actually
lower than petrol vehicles. Therefore, Finance at low
interest rates, will definitely play an important role in
EV adoption," said Gaurav Uppal, CEO, One Electric.
One Electric will commence deliveries in Tamil
Nadu and Kerala next month in January 2021,
followed by Maharashtra and Delhi NCR thereafter.
"Since ours is an 80 per cent plus localized
motorcycle, the Farmers protest in NCR along with
skyrocketing raw material prices are posing a
challenge to the smooth rollout. However, we had
also not truly anticipated the challenges of supply
chain management of a vehicle. Most of the
bottlenecks have now been addressed and we
expect a smoother scaling up of operations in the
coming year," added Gaurav.

One Electric has also received interest from many
International clients for their electric motorcycles. The
company is in talks with various potential partners for
South America, Africa and Middle East markets.
"Receiving interest from the international market has
been a great validation of our product's design and
specifications. We are in advanced stages of talks to
enter the Africa market. Taxi segment called Boda
Boda in east Africa is of special interest to us and we
hope to start trials shortly in coming 3-4 months.
However deliveries in the export markets will start only
after our target rollout for India has been achieved and
streamlined.”
One Electric has targeted presence in 3
continents by the end of 2021.
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Siemens Energy to discontinue support to
build coal-fired power plants
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echnology firm Siemens NSE -0.46 % Ltd on Tuesday said
one of its businesses Siemens Energy will discontinue
supporting development of coal-fired power plants.
"Siemens Energy will discontinue the support for the development of
new coalfired power plants but will continue to offer bridging
technologies like gas-fired plants and components for efficient
combined heat and power (CHP), waste heat and biomass co-firing
projects as also continue its CO2-reducing service and solutions busi ..
These technologies, include sector coupling to drive the energy
transition, and thus support the reduction of global warming, with
Power-to-X solutions and green hydrogen as the main elements, the
company said.
The decision will not have a material impact on the revenues or
profit of Gas and Power (now Energy) business within Siemens as the
company currently does not have the competencies to provide utility
equipment for new coal-fired power plants.
Siemens will explore opportunities to further deepen its
collaboration with Siemens Energy in the new business areas to provide
reliable, affordable, and sustainable energy in India, the filing said.
The company's revenue for the year ended September 2019 was
Rs 1,36,838 million (Rs 13,683.8 crore) and profit-after-tax for the
period was Rs 10,869 million (Rs 1,086.9 crore).
The revenue of Energy business was Rs 51,736 million (Rs 5,173.6
crore), while profit from Operations was Rs 6,949 million (Rs 694.9
crore).
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Power sector will see some cash flows but
regulatory difficulties to continue: Moody's
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ower sector that has seen
a substantial impact on
their operations due to
the disruption caused by Covid
pandemic is set to see some
improvement in the coming months,
Moody's research said.
The research said that while cash
flows for many companies would
improve they are set to face difficulties
from the
The cash flow of most rated
issuers will recover or stabilize in the
next 12-18 months. This will be
supported by power demand recovery
or manageable cost pass through
mechanisms but partly offset by falling
power prices and regulated returns, as
well as payment delays by off-takers, it
said.
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The report added that the regulations will remain supportive
for most markets but difficulties remain: Most regions that have
announced sector reforms will change their regulations gradually,
which will support cash flow stability. In China (A1 stable), the tariff
mechanism implemented in 2020 will likely lead to lower tariffs but
the impact should be manageable.
This also comes at a time when global economies are
becoming more aware around the emission norms. Some of the
largest economies including India, China and the US are expected to
expect to bring round changes to monitor and control carbon
emissions by companies. This could also mean a push for renewable
energy. India has already begun its renewable energy push and could
increase that in the coming months, said experts.
“The cash flow of coal driven power generators will weaken in
the long term because of increasing renewable competition and
environmental compliance costs. Capital spending on renewable
capacity expansion will rise in several countries. However, these risks
are manageable over the near term as coal power will remain
important to the region,” the Moody's report said.
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Major push for
Atmanirbhar Bharat : Mitsubishi Electric
launches solutions for various sectors
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itsubishi Electric
Computerized Numerical
Controllers (CNCs)
launched new solutions under the M80
series with advanced professional
packages for varied market segments. The
Japanese major claims that the new M80
Series CNC ensures that businesses
achieve faster, smoother operation and a
better finish, thus, enabling higher
productivity and profitability for
operations.
In 2013, the company started its CNC
manufacturing in India to maintain
responsive and quicker product deliveries.
To support Prime Minister Modi's 'Make in
India initiative' and to strengthen the
service, sales and manufacturing,
Mitsubishi Electric India established a
technical centre in Bengaluru. Through this
centre, the company encourages
innovation, enhances skill development
activities, and uses programmed
commands aimed at accuracy and
productivity.
The new solutions introduced in
M80 series are in various segments,
namely - Mass Production for Electronic
Segment, Part Production for Medical
Segment, Die Mold (High Precision
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Manufacturing) for General Mold Segment and Multi-Axis
Mass Production for High-End Turn Segment.
The new solutions introduced in M80 series are in various
segments, namely - Mass Production for Electronic Segment, Part
Production for Medical Segment, Die Mold (High Precision
Manufacturing) for General Mold Segment and Multi-Axis Mass
Production for High-End Turn Segment.
Mitsubishi's Medical Professional Package (M80 Med-Pro)
targets medical instrument manufacturers with features that the
company claims will benefit in smart cycles for probe interface and
tool management functions, helping in enhancing the precision and
quality.
With the Die Mold Professional Package (M80 Die-Pro), the
company wants to target general die mold manufacturers.
Mitsubishi says it will help manufactures to make effective control at
all levels with features like smart thermal . compensation, easy
machine condition selection, real-time tuning-gain & time
constants and spindle adoptive control.
The electronic major says that its Multi-Axis Professional
Package (M80 Multi-Pro) offers cutting-edge machining technology
with features like gantry path screen, smart gantry axis teaching
screens and chuck & tailstock barrier defining screens. Thereby,
helping to monitor a machine efficiently.
On the launch of these solutions, Masaya Takeda, General
Manager, CNC Systems, Mitsubishi Electric India, stated,
“Mitsubishi Electric CNC is helping the Indian manufacturing
industry with the solutions that cover targeted segments for India's
growth, this step is an initiative to support the Government's 'Make
in India' movement among manufacturers all over the country
ensuring that AtmaNirbhar Bharat is High Quality as well."

Hartek Solar bags 1.8-MW rooftop project from FMCG firm Bikajia
Hartek Solar on Wednesday said it has bagged a 1.8MW rooftop project from FMCG firm Bikaji. "Consolidating
on its Pan-India presence, Hartek Solar, the rooftop solar
division of Hartek Group... has bagged a 1.8-MW rooftop
project in the industrial category from Bikaji, a leading
FMCG company, in Bikaner, Rajasthan," a company
statement said.
Chandigarh-based Hartek Solar will execute the
project right from installation of solar panels and inverters to
supply, design, engineering
and commissioning.
The project will
generate 2,822 MWh of
clean electricity annually,
offsetting 57,661 tonne of
carbon emissions.
Based on the latest
Passivated Emitter and
Rear Cell (PERC) technology
with monocrystalline solar
panels, the solar plant at
Bikaji's head office in
Bichhwal Industrial Area
will also be equipped with
storage facility.
"The potential of
rooftop solar in the
industrial category is
immense, and we are going
all out to tap it. With
favourable policy decisions
making considerable
impact, the industry is well
poised to drive the demand
for rooftop solar in coming
months.
"There is a growing
realisation among
industrial consumers about
how rooftop solar can
substantially reduce their
electricity bills," Hartek
Solar Director and CEO
Simarpreet Singh said.
Bikaji Managing
Director Deepak Agarwal
s a i d t h e c o m p a ny ' s
decision to go for rooftop
solar to meet its electricity
requirements is a step in
this direction.

"Besides reducing our electricity bills, the solar plant at our
Bikaner facility reinforces our commitment towards building a
sustainable future," Agarwal said.
With the industrial and commercial categories accounting
for 70 per cent of India's total installed rooftop solar capacity,
Hartek Solar has set a target of executing 10-MW rooftop
projects in the industrial domain by the end of the current
financial year.
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CG Power spurts on kicking off new
facilty in Maharashtra
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G Power and Industrial Solutions hit an upper circuit of 5%
at Rs 43.20 after the company on 21 December 2020
inaugurated a new motor manufacturing facility at
Ahmednagar in Maharashtra.
This is the seventh manufacturing facility of the company in
Ahmednagar which is spread over 4200 square meters and is
equipped with latest equipment and machineries. The new facility will
manufacture smart electric motors from 75 kW to 1000 kW. It will
cater to domestic and global market and will help CG to gain greater
market share for higher range of LV motors, the company said after
market hours yesterday, 23 December 2020.
On a consolidated basis, CG Power and Industrial Solutions
reported a net profit of Rs 109.37 crore in Q2 September 2020 as
compared to a net loss of Rs 1,595.21 crore in Q2 September 2019.
Net sales tumbled 56.9% to Rs 663.89 crore in Q2 September 2020
over Q2 September 2019.
CG Power and Industrial Solutions is a global pioneering leader in
the management and application of electrical energy. Its offerings
include electrical products, systems and services for utilities, power
generation and industries.

Adani Green Energy arm commissions
100 mw solar unit in Gujarat

Adani Green Energy's subsidiary has
commissioned a solar power project at Khirsara in
Gujarat of capacity 100 megawatts, taking the
company's total operational renewable capacity to
2,950 mw, the Gautam Adani led company said on
Wednesday.

The subsidiary, Adani Solar Energy
Kutchh Two, has a 25-year-long power
purchase agreement (PPA ) with the
Gujarat Urja Vikas Nigam India
(GUVNL) to supply the power at Rs 2.44
a unit.
“The commencement of 100
MWac (megawatts of alternating
current) solar power project in
Khirsara, Kutchh, Gujarat in line with
the Adani Group's legacy of scale and
speed and is another significant step
towards achieving our vision of 25 GW
renewable energy by 2025,” said Vneet S. Jaain,
managing director and chief executive officer of Adani
Green Energy NSE 0.54 %.
AGEL has a total renewable portfolio of 14,195 mw,
which includes 11,245 mw of projects that have been
bagged or are under execution.
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Make in India:

BHEL plans to shift Rs 3,000 cr worth of
annual imports to local vendors

He said BHEL is looking
beyond power equipment
into transportation,
infrastructure for Oil & Gas,
Defence and Aerospace and
other sunrise sectors
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harat Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL), the country's
largest power equipment manufacturer, is working
on a plan to shift Rs 3,000 crore worth of imports to
vendors in the local Indian market as part of a larger move
towards Make in India.
"BHEL is interested in indigenization of more than 300
items across nine categories, currently imported by our 16
manufacturing units, valued at over Rs 3,000 crore per annum,"
BHEL Chairman and Managing Director Nalin Singhal said in an
interaction with local vendors from the MSME industry.
He said BHEL is looking beyond power equipment into
transportation, infrastructure for Oil & Gas, Defence and

Aerospace and other sunrise sectors and the
company intends to offer indigenous products with
indigenous supply chains.
The interaction was the first in a series of online
workshops being conducted by BHEL with the
Department of Heavy Industries (DHI). The idea is to
reach out to local industry including MSME vendors
as potential partners and develop self-reliance in
manufacturing.
The first event witnessed participation from
senior representatives of industry chambers and the
leaders of the MSME industry who discussed steps for
increased cooperation in indigenous manufacturing
and better utilization of assets for technology and
product development.
It was chaired by Heavy Industries secretary
Arun Goel who expressed concern over the
pandemic's impact on economies across the world.
"Lockdowns across geographies have resulted in
massive supply chain disruptions and this has made

many countries rethink on overdependence on
imports and the need for being self-sufficient," he
said.
The event was also attended by D K Singh,
Additional Secretary & Development Commissioner,
Ministry of MSME, who called upon all the 18 MSME
technology centres to collaborate with BHEL on
boosting
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AMP Capital Sets up Energy Transmission
Platform in India with Sterlite
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Power

s per the tie-up, both AMP Capital and Sterlite Power will
invest an initial amount of approximately USD 150 million
each in the development of four transmission projects,
and have put in place debt financing, which represents a total capital
outlay of around USD 1 billion.
Global investment manager AMP Capital has established a 50:50
partnership with Sterlite Power Transmission Ltd for the development of
energy transmission projects in India.
This marks the first investment in India for AMP Capital's global
infrastructure equity strategy.
As per the tie-up, both AMP Capital and Sterlite Power will invest an
initial amount of approximately USD 150 million each in the
development of four transmission projects, and have put in place debt
financing, which represents a total capital outlay of around USD 1 billion.
These projects have a circuit length of nearly 1800 kilometres of
transmission lines across the Western, Southern and North Eastern
regions of India.
They will provide the critical infrastructure required for evacuating

power from multiple renewable energy generation
projects and will strengthen the power delivery
infrastructure in the country.
The partners may in the future contribute further
capital for new inter-state transmission projects which
are expected to be tendered by the government of
India. Therefore, the partnership has the potential to
reach an overall investment size of USD 500 million.
Commenting on the development, Sharat Goyal,
Head of India, Infrastructure Equity at AMP Capital
said, “AMP Capital and Sterlite Power believe that this
is a unique partnership bringing together operational
and investment expertise to support the hitherto
under-invested construction phase of power
infrastructure in India. Our investment will create a
pool of valuable transmission assets, with long-term
contractual arrangements and a robust payment
security framework, which are extremely attractive to
yield-seeking investors.”
Goyal further added “India is a key target market
for AMP Capital and we have dedicated time and
resource to finding a compelling investment
opportunity suited to our clients. This investment
capitalises on the opportunity presented by the Indian
infrastructure sector at this time, as well as benefitting
from policy

initiatives like Infrastructure Investment Trusts
(INVITs) which have created transparent, market-driven
exit opportunities for investors willing to invest capital
in the development of greenfield infrastructure projects
in India.”
“We are delighted to enter into a partnership with
AMP Capital – a leading global infrastructure private
equity firm. This investment is another testimony of
continued trust reposed on us by the investor
community,” said Anuraag Srivastava, CFO, Sterlite
Power.
Pratik Agarwal, Managing Director, Sterlite Power
said, “we are driven by our core purpose to enable
access to reliable power while minimizing the impact on
climate change. The world is undergoing a clean-energy
revolution and India is leading this effort with its
mammoth target of 450GW by the year 2030. Sterlite
Power will contribute towards this noble cause by
creating the required transmission infrastructure so
that green energy can reach the most underserved
households. We are happy to have like-minded partners
like AMP Capital who believe in our core purpose and in
our model of sustainable development.”
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Cabinet clears pact between India, US for
exchange of information in electricity sector
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ew Delhi: The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved a
pact between India and the US for exchange of
information in areas of mutual interest in the electricity
sector. "Union Cabinet, chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, has
given its approval for the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission's
(CERC) proposal for entering into an MoU...(with) the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, United States of America, for exchange of
information and experiences in areas of mutual interest," according ..
to an official statement.
The memorandum of understanding (MoU) will help in
improving regulatory and policy framework for developing efficient
whole sales power market and enhancing grid reliability, according to
the statement.
The activities to be carried out under the MoU include
identifying energy-related issues and developing topics and possible
agendas for the exchange of information.
It also includes to participate in seminars, visit and exchanges.
It provides for development of programmes of mutual interests
and where appropriate hold these programmes locally to enhance
participation.
It also includes that when practical and of mutual interest,
provide speakers on energy issues and other personnel (management
or technical).

NTPC looking at flexible work options for a
small section of workforce

S

tate-run power major NTPC NSE 0.81 % is
looking at jobs and roles which can be
offered more flexibility. However, the
flexibility will apply only to a small portion of the
workforce.
It will require a framework to ensure requisite
IT/infrastructure support, engagement, performance
assessment, regular communication and connect with
t h e e m p l oye e s , a c co rd i n g to a co m p a ny
spokesperson.
“NTPC being mainly a power generator having
power plants requiring round the clock manpower
placement, only a small fraction of the workforce
performing service/support functions in such power
stations as well as people located at city based
administrative offices may be subject to hybrid
workplaces in the foreseeable future,” said the
spokesperson.

Last year, NTPC introduced remote working in few
of the city-based locations engaged in performing
commercial and inspection functions. However, after
the pandemic outbreak and the resultant remote
working in some other functions the company is
considering replicating the flexibility in a few more
service functions where some flexibility can be offered.
“It is also expected that further advances in
technologies such as cloud computing and online
collaboration tools shall enhance the score in many jobs
that once required in-person interactions,” the
spokesperson added.
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Clean energy is critical; important for India
to get into cutting-age technology:
Amitabh Kant
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iti Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant
on Wednesday said clean
energy is critical for India and
it is important for the country to get into
cutting-age technology. Addressing a virtual
book launch event organised by the
Observer Research Foundation, Kant said
India in the long run must become a
manufacturer of solar products in India.
"Clean energy, powered by clean
technology, is critical for India. We need to
get into a whole range of clean energy
deployments... It is very important for India
to get into cutting-age technology," he said.
Noting that clean technologies are
becoming darling of investors, Kant said the
solar industry should not only look at
manufacturing for India but also for the rest
of the world.
"Indian start-ups and entrepreneurs
must get into new areas of growth," he
noted.
Kant added that the government has
announced production-linked incentive (PLI)
for automobile and solar energy sectors to
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make the country a manufacturing base of auto
components and solar photovoltaic cells.
The Niti Aayog CEO also noted that power distribution
companies (discoms) need to be reformed and the government
has also announced that all Union territories' (UT) discoms will
get privatised.
"You need efficiency in discoms, you need to ensure theft
in the power sector comes to zero level," he said.
Noting that the world would demand low-carbon products, Kant
said, "Therefore, we have to move towards low-carbon
industrialisation."
He said that in the next 2-3 decades, as the cost of battery
falls, even the initial cost of ownership of electric vehicles will be
cheaper than the combustion ones.
"And, therefore, this huge revolution of electric mobility
is inevitable," he said.
Also speaking at the event, ReNew Power Chairman and
Managing Director Sumant Sinha said the government has taken
steps to protect the renewable energy sector.
Sinha, however, noted that the PLI scheme by itself is
great, but a long-term roadmap for things like customs duty is
required.

All discoms to come under Energy Conservation Act: Power ministry

T

he power ministry on Monday said it has
mandated all electricity distribution
utilities or discoms to comply with the
Energy Conservation (EC) Act, 2001, which would
reduce energy losses and bring in more transparency
in the sector. Earlier, only discoms with annual energy
losses equal to or above 1,000 MU (million units),
notified as designated consumers, used to come under
the purview of the EC Act.
The ministry had issued a notification on
September 28, 2020 to cover all electricity distribution
companies (discoms) under the preview of the EC Act,
it said in a statement.
As per the notification, which was formulated
in consultation with the Bureau of Energy Efficiency
(BEE), "All entities having issued distribution license by
State/Joint Electricity Regulatory Commission under
the Electricity Act,
2003..." are notified as designated consumers
(Dcs).
After this notification, all discoms will be
governed under various provisions of the EC Act, such
as appointment of energy manager, energy accounting

and auditing, identification of energy losses categorywise, and implementation of energy conservation and
efficiency measures.
With this, the number of discoms covered under
the EC Act will increase from 44 to 102.
This decision will facilitate energy accounting
and auditing as mandatory activity for all the discoms,
leading to the actions towards reducing losses and
increase their profitability, the ministry said.
The amendment is expected to improve the
financial state of discoms. The quarterly data of these
discoms will be collected and monitored by the
government to suggest measures for increasing the
efficiency and reduce the energy losses.
This move is expected to gradually become more
effective if extended upto the level of end-consumers.
The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) is a
statutory body under the Ministry of Power. It assists in
developing policies and strategies with the primary
objective of reducing the energy intensity of the Indian
economy
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Total capacity of under construction thermal
power projects at 59,810 MW
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s much as 59,810 MW of thermal power generation capacity is
under construction in the country which includes 23,730 MW
to be developed by private players, Parliament was on
informed on Tuesday.
While the under construction projects under the central sector
totalled 18,320 MW, those under the state sector stood at 17,760 MW,
Power Minister R K Singh said in a written reply to the Rajya Sabha
The capacity of under construction large hydro (above 25 MW)
projects stood at around 14,014 MW.
Explaining the reasons for delay in implementation of these
projects, the minister said "The major reasons for time overrun in
respect of the thermal and hydel projects are related to availability of
materials and equipment, land issues and inter-state matters. The cost
overrun arises from increase in interest rate, inflation and change in
scope of the project.
As per the Electricity Act 2003, power generation is a de-licensed
activity. Investment in setting up of power projects is made by the
developers concerned.
Therefore, no funds are sanctioned / allocated by the Centre in
this regard, except contribution in the form of equity of the Central
Public Sector Units for setting up of such projects on a case-to-case
basis.

India gets a new power central
transmission utility

I

ndia on Thursday created a central power
transmission utility, separating the business
from state-run Power Grid Corp of India

(PGCIL).

The Central Transmission Utility of India has
been incorporated and a certificate of incorporation
had been issued for the same, sources said.
Hiving off of electricity transmission system
planning business from PGCIL had been a long
pending demand of the industry for fair bidding of
transmission lines.
The move will help PGCIL diversify to other
businesses and comes just in time when the
government has kicked off a power distribution
programme starting with the union territories.
The government had in June last year directed
Power Grid NSE -0.42 % Corp to immediately set up
Central Transmission utility (CTU) as a 100% subsidiary
with separate accounting and board structure which

would identify and plan transmission network in the
country.
Private power transmission companies have
alleged that PGCIL purposefully mismanages
transmission planning so that the lines get delayed and
are given to the state –run firm on nomination basis. On
the other hand, PGCIL has been saying the transmission
planning process is collaborative and transparent and
there is a well-established procedure of planning of
transmission system, under which transmission planning
is carried out by the Central Electricity Act (CEA) in
association with CTU, POSOCO and other stakeholders
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Kalpataru Power Transmission bags
orders worth Rs 900 crore
In a regulatory filing, Kalpataru Power
Transmission Ltd said it has secured new
orders/notification of award of about Rs 900 crore
Kalpataru Power Transmission Ltd (KPTL) on
Wednesday said it has secured new orders worth Rs
900 crore in the domestic and overseas markets. The
company said it has won orders in the T&D
(transmission and distribution) business from the
overseas market.
In a regulatory filing, Kalpataru Power
Transmission Ltd said it has secured new
orders/notification of award of about Rs 900 crore.
KPTL said it has also bagged engineering,
procurement and construction orders for pipeline
laying and associated works in India.
KPTL Managing Director and CEO Manish Mohnot
said: "Our current year order inflow is in excess of Rs
5,400 crore and we are favourably

placed in projects of over Rs 2,000 crore. We
continue to be on track to achieve our targeted
numbers for the current financial year".
Shares of Kalpataru Power Transmission Ltd were
trading 2.63 per cent higher at Rs 316.05 apiece on BSE
in morning session.

Sterlite Power and AMP Capital join hands to
develop $1 bn transmission projects

th
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The projects will provide the infrastructure
required for evacuating power from multiple
renewable energy projects New Delhi: Infrastructure
company Sterlite Power Ltd and global investment
manager AMP Capital today announced they have
joined hands to set up four power transmission
projects in India with a total capital outlay of $1 billion.
Under the equal partnership, the two companies
will invest an initial amount of around $150 million
each and have put in place debt financing too. The
power transmission projects will have a circuit length
of 1,800 kilometres of transmission lines across India.
"The partners may in the future contribute further
capital for new inter-state transmission projects which
are expected to be tendered by the government.
Therefore, the partnership has the potential to reach
an overall investment size of USD 500 million," the
companies said in a statement.
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The projects will provide the infrastructure required
for evacuating power from multiple renewable energy
projects. "India is a key target market for AMP Capital
and we have dedicated time and resource to finding a
compelling investment opportunity suited to our
clients," Sharat Goyal, Head of India, Infrastructure
Equity at AMP Capital.
He added the investment will create a pool of
valuable transmission assets, with long-term
contractual arrangements and a robust payment
security framework, which are extremely attractive to
yield-seeking investors.
AMP Capital has $21 billion infrastructure equity
and debt assets under management. The agreement
marks the first investment in India for AMP Capital's
global infrastructure equity strategy.

Delhi's peak power demand crosses 5000
megawatt mark, highest this season

D

elhi's peak power demand clocked the
season's highest at 5,021 MW on Friday
due to the ongoing cold wave

conditions.
This is the first time this winter that Delhi's peak
power demand has crossed the 5,000 MW mark.
Last year, the peak power demand on January 1 was
5,226 MW. Delhi BSES discoms - BRPL and BYPL met the power demand of 2,054 MW and 1,145 MW
in their areas, an official statement said.
On December 1, 2020, Delhi's peak power
demand was 3,504 MW. Since then, the city's peak
power demand has increased by over 43%. Since
November 1, the city's peak power demand has
increased by nearly 60%.
The highest peak power demand in December

2020 was 4,671 mw recorded on December 30, 2020.
In two days, it increased by over 7% to 5,021 MW.
“Delhi's peak power demand in December 2020
surpassed the peak power demand of December 2019
on 10 corresponding days. It is expected to increase
further in the coming days if the winter chill continues,”
a BSES statement said. In November 2020 too, Delhi's
peak power demand surpassed the peak power
demand on 15 corresponding days of October 2019.
Delhi's peak power demand last winter touched
5,480 MW. The peak winter power demand in BRPL and
BYPL areas had reached 2,020 MW and 1,165 MW
respectively during last winter. This year, it is expected
to reach 2,200 MW and 1,270 MW for BRPL and BYPL
respectively, the statement said.
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AMP Capital, Sterlite join hands to launch
India transmission platform
Global investment manager AMP Capital has
joined hands with Indian group Sterlite Power for
developing energy transmission projects in India. Both
Sterlite and AMP Capital will invest $150 million into
the platform. The platform will develop four
transmission projects, and have put in place debt
nancing, which represents a total capital outlay of
around $1 billion, stated a company release. These
projects have a circuit length of nearly 1800 kilometres
of transmission lines across the Western, Southern
and North Eastern regions of India. They will provide
the critical infrastructure required for evacuating
power from multiple renewable energy generation
projects and will strengthen the power delivery
infrastructure in the country, the release added.
Sterlite Power, a leading developer of power
transmission infrastructure with projects of over
13,700 circuit kms and 24,800 MVA in India and Brazil,
is the sponsor of IndiGrid, India's rst power sector
Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvIT), listed on the
BSE and NSE. The partners may in the future
contribute further capital for new inter-state
transmission projects with a potential to reach an
overall investment size of $500 million. “This
investment capitalises on the opportunity presented
by the Indian infrastructure sector at this time, as well
as benetting from policy initiatives like Infrastructure
Investment Trusts (INVITs) which have created
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transparent, market-driven exit opportunities for
investors willing to invest capital in the development of
greeneld infrastructure projects in India,” said Sharat
Goyal, Head of India, Infrastructure Equity at AMP
Capital. policy initiatives like Infrastructure Investment
Trusts (INVITs) which have created transparent, marketdriven exit opportunities for investors willing to invest
capital in the development of greeneld infrastructure
projects in India,” said Sharat Goyal, Head of India,
Infrastructure Equity at AMP Capital.
AMP Capital has been investing in infrastructure
since 1988 and has $21bn infrastructure equity and
debt assets under management as at 30 June 20201.
Early this year, AMP Capital had raised $3.4 billion for a
new global infrastructure fund.
"The world is undergoing a clean-energy revolution
and India is leading this effort with its mammoth target
of 450GW by the year 2030. Sterlite Power will
contribute towards this noble cause by creating the
required transmission infrastructure so that green
energy can reach the most underserved households,”
said Pratik Agarwal, Managing Director, Sterlite Power.
The Indian power market has huge potential for
expansion, with low relative per capita power
consumption in the country. Due to years of
underinvestment in transmission capacity, there is
significant demand for investments in India .

Govt. Policy

Government begins
deliberations on
bringing power
sector under GST:
Report

H

e power ministry has begun
deliberations on bringing electricity
under Goods and Services Tax (GST), as a
recent study it conducted showed that this would
reduce per unit cost of power to generation,
distribution and transmission companies by 17 paise
per unit, leading to big savings for consumers
“The government is weighing pros and cons of
bringing electricity under GST,” a government official
said. “We had asked NTPC and the Central Electricity
Authority (CEA) to study and report the benefits and
challenges. The report has been submitted to us and
it shows a huge amount of savings to the end
consumers.”
The report suggests that the cumulative per unit
input costs will be reduced by 17 paise per unit for
generation, transmission and distribution companies,
as input tax credit will be available to them. "The per
unit tariff to consumers would come down and
benefit the power sector as a whole,” he said.
Electricity prices for Indian industries are one of
the highest in the world as states charge high tariffs
to subsidise agricultural and residential consumers.
States also impose large levies on spot market power
purchases by their industrial consumers to deter
them from purchasing electricity from anywhere
other than distribution companies.
th
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All power companies have been supporting
GST on electricity, citing lower tariffs to end
consumers including industrial units, which in turn
may boost the demand for power in the country.
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“High-cost, low-quality power supply is rendering
industrial units uncompetitive and adversely affecting
the government's Atmanirbhar Bharat campaign at a
time when the country's installed generation base is
highly underutilised,” the official said. CEA data
showed that the country's thermal power plants
operated at 53% capacity in July this year against 55%
a year ago.
The study shows that there will be a decline in the
revenue of state and central governments due to
levying of GST on electricity, but it would lead to
increase in economic activity, he said.
“Viewing the benefits of inclusion of electricity in
GST by way of ease of doing business and consequent
tariff reduction, APP has been making representations
to the government for its inclusion in GST. We
welcome this development,” Association of Power
Producers (APP) director general Ashok Khurana said.
At present, electricity is not subject to GST and
power companies pay multiple taxes on capital goods
and other inputs like excise duty, customs duty,
countervailing duty, special additional duty, education
cess, water cess, local area development tax, entry tax
and stamp duty, besides state electricity duty. This
effect increases the price of power to domestic and
industrial consumers.
The 13th Finance Commission had also
recommended that electricity duty levied by states
should be subsumed in GST.
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India energy demand improved in
November, but at a slower pace: Report

E
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nergy demand, which is often regarded
as a barometer for economic growth, in
November this year saw an improvement
when compared to the same month year. The energy
demand however, slowed its pace when compared to
the rate of growth in the last few months, an India
Ratings and Research report said.
As per the report November saw a jump in its year
on year (yoy) demand but the rate of increase was
below the year on year growth figures of previous
months.
In November 2020, the all-India energy demand
increased yoy for the third consecutive month, after
declining over March-August 2020. Although the
improvement slowed down to 3.7% yoy to 97.9 billion
units (October 2020: up 11.5%; September 2020: up
4.0%). This was due to the early onset of winters
impacting demand from the northern region (up 3.2%;
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October 2020: up 12.9%) and southern region (down
3.8%; up 3.3%). Even though the energy demand has
been recovering, the demand over April-November
2020 came in 5.0% yoy lower (1QFY21: down 15.9%;
1HFY21: down 8.7%) the report said.
Even the renewable energy—solar and
wind—generation saw a jump in November, as per the
report. India has been investing a lot in the renewable
energy space with a hope to move towards a cleaner
energy.
Electricity generation from renewable sources in
November 2020 increased by 6.9% yoy to 9.2 billion
units with wind and solar generation improving 11.6%
and 7.4%, respectively. The wind generation has shown
1.1% yoy improvement in April-November 2020 after
being lower 17.1% in 1HFY21, the report added.
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"BH°$_ X¡Z§{XZr 2021'Mo àH$meZ...

{X. 24 {S>g|~a 2020 amoOr, BH°$_ X¡Z§{XZr 2021Mo àH$meZ
Pmbo. ho àH$meZ, _hm{dVaUMo àmXo{eH$ g§MmbH$, lr. A§Hw$e Zmio
`m§À`m hñVo, Ë`m§À`m "àH$me^dZ', goZmnVr ~mnQ> añVm, JUoeqIS>,
nwUo `oWsb H$m`m©b`mV H$aÊ`mV Ambo.
`màg§Jr lr. Zmio `m§À`mgh H$m`©H$mar A{^`§Vm lr. A{Zb
JoS>m_, BH°$_Mo _hmg{Md lr. {_qbX ZmB©H$, BH°$_ nwUoMo AÜ`j lr.
A_a nmQ>rb, g{Md lr. A{Zb _hmOZ, _mOr AÜ`j lr. gwZrb
Jm`H$dmS>, BH°$_ _hmg{_Vr g§MmbH$ lr. amO|Ð {gÞaH$a Am{U lr.
aqdÐ {edaoH$a, BH°$_ nwUoMo àemg{H$` g§MmbH$ VWm Á`oð> g^mgX lr.
gwhmg gmZo, BH°$_ nwUoMo ghg{Md lr. g§O` H$mÝhoH$a, BH°$_ nwUoMo
g§MmbH$ lr. g_ra XodYa, lr. AO` gmVnwVo Am{U lr. `moJoe ndma ho
CnpñWV hmoVo.
d¥Îmm§H$Z - Q>r_ BH°$_ nwUo {d^mJ
th
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{då`mÀ`m _mÜ`_mVyZ
ì`dgm` gwajm Am{U H$a ~MV

th
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{X. 18 {S>g|~a 2020 amoOr, BH°$_ nwUoÀ`m H$m`m©b`mV darb {dî`mda
EH$m MMm©gÌmMo Am`moOZ H$aÊ`mV Ambo hmoVo. {d_m g„mJma n[a{UVm H$a§XrH$a
Am{U AVwb Hw$bH$Uu `m§Zr `màg§Jr _mJ©Xe©Z Ho$bo.
àmñVm{dH$ H$aVmZm BH°$_ nwUo {d^mJmMo AÜ`j A_a nmQ>rb `m§Zr
g^mgXm§gmR>r Aem àH$maMr MMm©gÌo Am`mo{OV H$aÊ`m_mJMo _hËd {dfX Ho$bo.
`doir H$a§XrH$a Am{U Hw$bH$Uu `m§Zr, {dÚwV H§$ÌmQ>XmarMm ì`dgm`
H$aUmè`m, ì`º$sJV (àmonm`Q>ar), ^mJrXmar Am{U àm`ìhoQ> {b_rQ>oS>, Aem
{d{dY àH$maÀ`m g§ñWm ApñVËdmV AmhoV. gXa g§ñWm§_Ü`o EImÚm ì`º$sda gd©
O~m~Xmar AgVo. Aem ì`º$sbm H$mhr Pmbo Va g§~§{YV g§ñWm AS>MUrV `oD$Z
ì`dgm`mda n[aUm_ hmoD$ eH$Vmo. `mda _mV H$aÊ`mgmR>r, {H$-_°Z g§H$ënZm H$er
H$m_ H$aVo? `m~m~V {d{dY CXmhaUo XoD$Z à~moYZ Ho$bo.
EImÚm ì`º$sÀ`m níMmV, Ë`mÀ`m H$O© dgwbrgmR>r, E_.S>ãæby.nr.E.
(_°arS> dy_Z àm°nQ>u A°ŠQ>) A°ŠQ> Zwgma Zm|X{dboë`m {d_m nm°brgtda, gaH$ma

AWdm H$moUVrhr ~±H$ Q>mM AmUy eH$V Zmhr. AWdm Oár
AmUy eH$V Zmhr. `m~m~V g{dñVa _m{hVr {Xbr.a
Eåßbm°`a Am{U Eåßbm°B© `m `moOZoZwgma, Oa
AmnU {d_m nm°{bgt_Ü`o Jw§VdUyH$ Ho$br, Va H$mhr
dfm©VM ~moZg ê$nmZo EH$ àH$maMm \§$S> {Z_m©U hmoVmo.
Ë`mVrb a¸$_ Eåßbm°`a H$mTy>Z dmnê$ eH$Vmo. na§Vw
Eåßbm°B© hr a¸$_ H$mTy> eH$V Zmhr. nU gXa nm°{bgrMo
\$m`Xo _mÌ gdmªZm {_iVmV.
`m gmo~VM {d{dY {d_m nm°{bgr Am{U Am{U
Ë`m§Mo \$m`Xo, `m~m~V g{dñVa _m{hVr {Xbr Jobr.
gÜ`mÀ`m H$moamoZm _hm_marÀ`m g§H$Q>mVrb
emg{H$` {Z`_mdbr Zwgma ho MMm©gÌ \$º$ drg
ì`º$s¨gmR>r _`m©{XV R>odbm hmoVm. nwT>rb H$mimV AgoM
drg, drg ì`º$s¨gmR>r Aem MMm©gÌm§Mo Am`moOZ BH°$_
nwUo {d^mJmÀ`m dVrZo H$aÊ`mV `oUma Amho.
`m MMm©gÌmÀ`m doir BH°$_ nwUo {d^mJmMo

g{Md A{Zb _hmOZ `m§Zr gyÌg§MmbZ Ho$bo, Va g_ra
XodYa `m§À`m à`ËZmVyZ ho MMm©gÌ gmH$ma Pmbo. VgoM
`m§Zr Am^ma àXe©Z Ho$bo.
d¥Îmm§H$Z - Q>r_ BH°$_ nwUo {d^mJ
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A{YjH$ A{^`§Vm lr. gw. am. ZbdS>o
`m§Mm öÚ {Zamon g_ma§^...

{X. 30 Zmoìh|~a 2020 amoOr, BH°$_ nwUoÀ`m dVrZo,
_hmamï—> emgZmÀ`m CÚmoJ, D$Om© d H$m_Jma {d^mJmMo
nwÊ`mMo A{YjH$ A{^`§Vm lr. gw. am. ZbdS>o ho
Amnë`m àXrK© godoZ§Va {Zd¥Îm hmoV Agë`mZo, Ë`m§Mm
C{MV gÝ_mZ H$aÊ`mgmR>r EH$m H$m`©H«$_mMo Am`moOZ
Ho$bo hmoVo.
ì`mgnrR>mda lr. ZbdS>o gmho~ `m§À`m ~amo~aM,
BH°$_Mo _hmg{Md lr. {_qbX ZmB©H$, BH°$_ nwUoMo
AÜ`j lr. A_a nmQ>rb, nwÊ`mMo {dÚwV {ZarjH$ lr.
M§. Vw. WmoamV, _mOr {dÚwV {ZarjH$ lr. g§. am. XodJoH$a
VgoM gmVmè`mMo {dÚwV {ZarjH$ lr. _wOmda ho
{damO_mZ hmoVo.
gwê$dmVrbm BH°$_ nwUoMo AÜ`j lr. A_a nmQ>rb,
`m§Zr lr. ZbdS>o gmho~m§À`m BH°$_er AgUmè`m
F$UmZw~§Ym ~Ôb gm§JVmZmM Ë`m§Zr godoV AgVmZm
{dÚwV H§$ÌmQ>Xmam§gmR>r H$go gH$mamË_H$ H$m_ Ho$bo, Vo
g{dñVanUo {dfX Ho$bo.
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`mZ§Va BH°$_ nwUoÀ`m dVrZo, lr. ZbdS>o gmho~ `m§Mm emb,
lr\$i, nwînJwÀN> Am{U ^oQ>dñVy XoD$Z gÝ_mZ H$aÊ`mV Ambm.
`màg§Jr BH°$_Mo AZoH$ nXm{YH$mar, g^mgX, VgoM {bâQ>
Agmo{gEeZMo g^mgX `m§À`mgh lr. ZbdS>o gmhodm§Mo AZoH$
ghH$mar A{YH$marhr CnpñWV hmoVo. `mdoir ~mobVmZm AZoH$m§Zr
gmho~m§~ÔbÀ`m Amnë`m AmR>dUr gm§JrVë`m.
gÝ_mZmbm CÎma XoVmZm lr. ZbdS>o gmho~m§Zr, emg{H$` godoV
AgVmZm AZoH$m§À`m ~amo~a H$m_ H$aVmZm Amboë`m AZw^dm§Mo
H$WZ Ho$bo. Va gdmªZr Ho$boë`m ghH$m`m©~Ôb Am^ma ì`º$
Ho$bo. Img H$ê$Z doimodoir gmOè`m Pmboë`m "{dÚwV gwajm
gámhm§'_Ü`o, BH°$_ nwUoÀ`m g{H«$` gh^mJmMm AmdOy©Z C„oI
H$ê$Z Jm¡ad Ho$bm. VgoM `m Ho$boë`m gÝ_mZmgmR>r H¥$VkVm ì`º$
Ho$br.
`m H$m`©H«$_mMo gyÌg§MmbZ Am{U Am^ma àXe©Z, BH°$_ nwUoMo
g{Md lr. A{Zb _hmOZ `m§Zr Ho$bo. gwJ«mg ^moOZmoÎma gXa
H$m`©H«$_mMr gm§JVm Pmbr.
d¥Îmm§H$Z - Q>r_ BH°$_ nwUo {d^mJ

Appointment

Schneider Electric India elevates
Arnab Roy as CFO
Roy has aggregate professional experience of 23
years primarily with US , British and French MNC's
handling Finance, Accounts, Tax, Operations, Supply
Chain, HR, IT, Admin & Regulatory Issues.
Schneider Electric India has promoted Arnab Roy
as CFO. His promotion is effective from January 1,
2021. Earlier he was CFO Schneider Electric
Infrastructure Limited.
Roy has aggregate professional experience of 23
years primarily with US , British and French MNC's
handling Finance, Accounts, Tax, Operations, Supply
Chain, HR, IT, Admin & Regulatory Issues.
Currently he is the CFO & Head of Operations for
last 14 years with US & European MNC's & member
of country and APAC leadership team. He has done 5
P&L CFO roles over this period with organizations like
Schneider, GE, Tyco Healthcare, G4S and Herbalife.

Prior to the CFO role worked as Controller for 4
years with US MNC handling entire Finance & Accounts.
Roy joined Schneider in March 2017 as CFO for
Schneider Electric Infrastructure Limited & Finance
Business Partner for the Energy business) , a listed
company responsible for the medium voltage and
transformer business of Schneider in India. Currently
working as Executive Director of Schneider Electric
Infrastructure Limited and heading Sales & Sales
Operations since May'2020.
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Light Pollution
Energy efficient lighting has been in trend for years, and it does not seem to
be stopping every year. In 2013, LED lighting had a 5% share in the global market.
As of 2018, that share had risen to 40, overtaking fluorescent & halogen sales.
This shift towards LED lights is driven by desire to reduce energy waste, limit
climate change, and enjoy the benefits of lower energy bill. As LEDs became
more & more affordable, property owners and managers are finding it easier to
justify the upfront costs of LEDs to enjoy these lifetime benefits. With the rising
popularity and accessibility of LED lights are even more efficient, affordable,
high-quality than ever before.But due to low-energy many a times I see lightpollution.
Light pollution, unwanted or excessive artificial light. Like Noise Pollution,
Light Pollution is a form of waste energy that can cause adverse effects and
degrade environmental quality. Moreover, because light (transmitted as electromagnetic
waves) is typically generated by electricity, which itself is usually generated by the
combustion of fossil fuels, it can be said that there is a connection between light pollution
and air pollution (from fossil-fueled power plant emissions). Control of light pollution
therefore will help to conserve fuel (and money) and reduce air pollution as well as mitigate
the more immediate problems caused by the excessive light. Although light pollution may
not appear to be as harmful to public health and welfare as pollution of water resources or
the atmosphere, it is an environmental quality issue of no small significance.
Light pollution is caused by inefficient or unnecessary use of artificial light. There are
three kinds of light pollution: glare, clutter, and light trespass. Glare is excessive brightness
that can cause visual discomfort, Clutter is bright, confusing, and excessive groupings of
light sources & trespass is violation not require but applied to room. Light pollution
contributes to climate change, too, by adding excess heat into the air. “Lights have
numerous effects,”
Mr. Ritesh Shah Lighting Designer
(+91-98926 92693)
IALD Associate (Chicago, USA)
Membership No: 3145110
Website: http://luxdesigns.in
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lightanddesigns/
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Leveraging on superlative domain knowledge and since 2012, M/s Kamlesh Electrical Industries Pvt. Ltd. has
become a reputed name in Turnkey Electrical Engineering & Contracting Companyin India. The company first
started sole proprietorship firm called as M/s Kamlesh Enterprises and was subsequently incorporated as
Private Limited Company in the year 2016. Over the years and with the mutual support of its devoted
technocrats, we have spread across India having branches at Ankleshwar, Vadodara (Gujarat), Bhopal (M.P.)
while our Corporate Office is based in Mumbai.
Kamlesh Electrical has set up a high-tech setup with sophisticated facilities of Manufacturing of LV
Switchboard Panel with approved licensees of C.P.R.I. Bhopal at MIDC, Dombivali. With over 20 Years of
experience, the company has made a major breakthrough in the field of turnkey electro-mechanical
Engineering & Contractors and owns the responsibility of handling turnkey contracts ofElectrical, Mechanical,
Instrumentation, LV System, Fire System projects for various industries such as Chemical, Petrochemical, API,
Pharmaceuticals, Fertilizer, Automobiles, Breweries, Distilleries, FMCG, Food, General Manufacturing, Oil & Gas
Refineries, Paints, Tyres & Textiles, Infrastructures, Residential- Commercial, Hospitality, Information
Technology and also, working with spectrum Government sectors such as MIDC, GIDC, MSEDCL, GETCO, AEML
(Adani Electricity) & Corporations
Being a technically sound company, Kamlesh Electrical believes in building long-term relationships and thus
offers lasting values to its customers. Recognized as one of the most reputed, reliable and organizations in the
field of Turnkey Electrical & Instrumentation Contractors in India and overseas, the company offers high quality
products and efficient services to its most valued customers which has enabled it with ample success.
An ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 & OHSAS 18001:2007 Certified Company.
C.P.R.I. Approved LT Panel Manufacturers (CPRI License No.: CPRIBPLSTNB19T0398)
E-mail: kalpesh@kamleshelectrical.com / kamleshelectricipl@gmail.com
Tel: +91 251 2310 560 | Mobile: +91 8879254715 / 9730581135
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Pramod Khadilkar
9822459624 / 8928335883

Best performance comes with best assistance

Khadilkar Power Services
LICENSED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Office : Plot No. 360, Sai Section,
Near Lapsiya Hospital, Ambarnath
(E),
Email : kps1103@ediffmail.com
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FINOLEX -TRANSFORMING TO BECOME A
TOTALELECTRICAL SOLUTION PROVIDER
Finolex Cables Ltd is India's largest manufacturer of electrical and
telecommunication cables. Though,known as a Wires & Cables
manufacturerthe company also sells lighting products, electrical wiring
accessories, switchgear, fans, switches and water heaters.
Finolex has, over the years, established its reputation as an innovative
leader and quality manufacturer by continuously upgrading technology,
modernizing manufacturing facilities and maintaining the highest standards
of quality and services.
Expansion Plans
With state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities one of its greatest
strengths. The company is focused on enhancing production capabilities to
meet the
requirements of
the Solar Power
Industry and
the Automotive
Industry.
Finolex also
plansexpansion
of its Optic
Fibre lineandcarry out value additions to deliver better value to its
customers.
The solar cables will be manufactured using controlled electron e-beam
technology for which specialized radiation technology equipment has been
procured.Finolex will also be increasing focuson Extra High Voltage
(EHV)–as the process of urbanization along with investments in power
sector is resulting into a large demand for HV/ EHV Power cables.
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Complete Electrical Range
Finolex believesin providing a complete solution to the consumer.
Deepak Chhabria, Executive Chairman, Finolex Cables Ltd explained “With
the aim of reaching a turnover of Rs 10,000 crores over the next 5 years,
Finolex has increased its focus on growing the electrical consumer product
range of Fans, Water Heaters, Lighting, Switches & Switchgear segments.
Going ahead, we will continue to expand our offerings in electrical products
and introduce new products across multiple segments to augment the scale

and strength of our business.”
Along with changes in its product portfolio,
Finolexis also working to engage and build a
strong relationship with all its stakeholders.
Amit Mathur, Sr. Vice President, Sales &
Marketing went on to clarify “We recognize the
Electrician community to be among the
important influencers in our segment.We are
accordingly working to remain connected with
our electrician partners by conducting
Electrician meets, training sessions andloyalty
programs along with running our ever popular
incentive scheme on a regular basis.”
Recognizing, E-commerce is transforming
the way consumers shop across the world,
Finolex has recently launched two Apps FINOLEX SMART WIZ & FINOLEX CABLE
CALC. Finolex Smart Wiz is an AR
(Augmented Reality) APP that helps customer
superimpose fans, water heaters, switches
and Lighting product pictures into their home/
office environment by creating a composite
view. This way they can check if it matches
their house/ bathroom décor and then make
their selection.
Finolex Cable Calc is
an APP designed to help
our electrician partners
and end customers in
calculating the cable and
switchgear requirements
of a project effectively.The
App recommends the size
of the wires & cables that
should be used in a
project based on the
electric load that is keyed
into the APP by the user
along with other relevant
details. With the APP in
their hands, cumbersome
calculations are made
easy to work out.
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K-Lite Launches a whole
new range of luminaires
-Sharmila Kumbhat
Director / K-Lite

Greetings and wishes for a Happy New Year
2021 .
About K-Lite
K-Lite Industries, an ISO company, is a
manufacturer of indoor and outdoor luminaires. Light
creates infinite possibilities for our imagination and for
our lives . In 1977, K-LITE began a long journey of
innovation in lighting products, chasing the dream of
light. Light allows us to realize the possibilities of our
imagination. The quality of light influences the quality
of life and it is clear that light must combine technique
and emotions contemporaneously, defining new
values, meanings, feelings, culture, comfort etc.,
overcoming the simple light - dark dichotomy. K-Lite,

through their innovative outlook, have showcased a
whole range of new products under various portfolios.
The range is all the more very special because of
the light source viz., energy saving, environment
friendly “green” lighting with LED. The application with
innovative design using LED includes retail lighting,
office lighting, consumer luminaires, architectural
lighting, facade lighting, pathway lighting, in-ground
luminaire, tree-uplighter, up-down lighting, billboard
lighting, vertical light bars, wall washers, area lighting
poles and above all, street lighting with sleek polar
lighting solutions, and high mast. The creative and
innovative designs are there to see for yourselves in our
outdoor luminaires.
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About the Changing trends and challenges in
the area of Illumination
Illumination redifned is the present state of
affairs in Outdoor illumination,
landscape
lighting and smart lighting . With facade lights , RGB
Led strips , DALI controls , controllable optics and
tunable colour changing LEDs, the landscape
architects are now able to create innumerable and
creative designs . The media and the digital spread
has created a total attitudinal change in the minds
of the public in general on all matters. Gone are the
days when people were contented with one or two
trees and small plants in their houses and
surroundings. Now every independent house and
gated community demand a green environment
with a state of art landscape and outdoor lighting to
bring out their environ in a fitting way . Hence the
demand for good designers and a variety of
application luminaires has increased multifold.
Concept of smart cities with smart lighting has
come in a big way.The order of the day is smart (
green) concept in every field viz.,
smart home,smart city, smart pole, smart
lighting , etc.Smart Lighting is basically an
illumination management system. designed for
energy efficiency, convenience and security. This
may include high efficiency fixtures and automated
controls that make adjustments based on
conditions such as occupancy or daylight
availability. It includes task lighting, accent lighting,
and general lighting. It consists of variety of
sensors, controllers,
The onslaught of COVID19 has introduced
compulsions to all manufacturers to find
alternatives for the cheap imports from China ,
which we were enjoying for quite sometime .
Coupled with the Make in India initiatives by
Government of India, we have procured state of art
CNC machines / equipments etc., designed new
luminaires to meet the changing demands and
developed new toolings
The situation is now changing and everybody
accepts the importance of locally made items to
meet any contingency and develop ourselves to be
the future leaders. If the demand from local buyers
turn towards locally made products, the scaled up
demand will obviously bring down the prices .
About the New Range of Luminaires from KLite
Under Water Luminaires : So far the
underwater luminaires were mainly imported. We
now have a whole range of IP 68 high efficiency LED
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luminaires with
marine grade stainless steel housing , optical lenses for
directed lighting, tempered glass diffuser and with CE
marking conforming to International Standards. Recessed
and surface mounting types are available to meet the
requirements in swimming pools, water features &
fountains.
In-Ground Luminaires : Energy efficient in-ground
recessed luminaires are designed to create luminous
walkways or accentuate architecture elements in facades
and landscapes providing distinctive lighting effects. They
have a high lumen efficiency at reduced wattage creating
exceptional visual comfort.
Path Finders: The SUDO range of luminaires which are
mainlly applicable as path finders has a wide choice and
the applications include staircase, patios, pathways,
passages, porches, entrance / exits etc., The series is a
perfect combination of sleek aesthetic fixture designed for
optimum illumination performance. Designed for low
mounting heights for illumination where guidance and
security lighting is required. The small scale of these
luminares makes them all the more suitable for step risers
in both indoor and outdoor applications
Column Lights :
Elegant column lighting fixture , which is suitable for
both modern and classic architecture is ideal for creating
visual guidance and exceptional visual comfort. Clean lines
and pure form are the underlying elements of this series of
column lights , designed to provide rotationally symmetric
illumination of the ground surface . They offer glare free
illumination at the ground surface and hence best suited
for illumination entrances , foot paths, garden and
landscape architecture
Smart Light / Smart Poles : Smart poles with smart
lighting and inputs for integrating them with allied sensors,
controllers and cameras etc., has already been developed
and exported to Egypt . This was a challenging job to meet
the emerging specifications and we have successfully
developed and tested the system
With these luminaires and the other facade lights,
bollards, down lights and wall washers the lighting
designers and architects can offer all the contemporary
solutions by discretely illuminating
and make their
landscape dramatic through uplighting, silhouetting,
grazing light,, wall washing, etc. with K-Lite luminaires.
Architects and lighting designers have long understood the
power of light and its ability to define, highlight, and
transform architecture. To manipulate light in such a way as
to simultaneously evoke subtlety and complexity requires
a serious understanding of light. All the luminaires of KLite are compatible to meet these requirements

EESL, MSEDCL commission eight megawatt
solar energy project in Maharashtra
NEW DELHI: State-owned EESL and the Maharashtra
State Electricity Distribution Company on Tuesday
announced commissioning of about 8 megawatt solaragro project at Devdaithan, Maharashtra. The 7987 KW
project in Ahmednagar district is part of Energy
Efficiency Services Ltd's (EESL) commitment to the state
under the Mukhya Mantri Saur Krishi Vahini Yojana,
wherein it will supply the state discom with 679 MW of
solar power. The project was completed in six months.
As a part of the initiative, the discom's agri-feeders
are being transformed into solar agri-feeders.
EESL has already installed two solar projects in
Ahmednagar district, including a 507 KW project in
Ashwi and 858 KW project in Koplewadi.
Under these projects, EESL has transformed feeders
supplying electricity for agri-purposes into solar
feeders, which are helping 3,000 agricultural
consumers.
The initiative has also reduced 11,500 tonne in CO2
emissions, which will result into Rs 2.2 crore savings to
the discom per year. EESL has invested Rs

33.7 crore in this project.
As a part of an MoU with MSEDCL, EESL installs,
finances, operates, and maintains decentralized power
plants (0.5 MW- 10 MW) in the open spaces around
MSEDCL sub-stations.
"Our teams are working tirelessly to solarise
MSEDCL's unused substation land so that more and
more Maharashtra customers can benefit from the
initiative," Rajat Sud, Managing Director, EESL, said.
Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution
Company(MSEDCL) Chairman and MD Aseemkumar
Gupta said the initiative has the potential of providing a
high-quality energy source to the agricultural sector
and will be beneficial to millions of farmers across
Maharashtra. It will also greatly benefit the state's
distribution companies.
"By supporting the implementation of the Mukhya
Mantri Saur Krishi Vahini Yojana throughout the state,
we will enable the state to produce 1.4 crore units of
low-carbon electricity, while reducing CO2 emissions by
9.73 lakh tonne," Gupta said
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A View Point

I wrongly believed economy won't revive
without a stronger fiscal stimulus:
Swaminathan Aiyar
I would expect the RBI
to be more supportive
of growth and more
willing to tolerate
inflation, says
Swaminathan Aiyar,
Consulting Editor, ET
Now.

The world has seen a big reboot. Some large
economies have emerged as the clear winners in
the pandemic crisis. Where do you think India will
move and evolve in the very near term and in the
first half of 2021?
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2020 was a dreadful year. In the first quarter of
the financial year growth was minus 24%! Even in
the middle of the great depression this did not
happen. Even in the middle of the world war it did
not happen. We got minus 24% not because of the
recession. The government had a lockdown which
prohibited economic activity. Now having gone
down all the way to minus 24, the next quarter we
have bounced back and it is minus 7.5%, much
better than the expectation of most people. RBI
thinks the next two quarters are going to be
positive.
So, from having a huge crash, we have shown
resilience and we are rising again. Unless there is
some huge resurgence of a new kind of coronavirus,
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a new variant, I would expect that in 2021 this upsurge
will continue and because of that I would not be
surprised if we record GDP growth of 11-12%. This
would be a good thing. A nice bounce back from a
really low thing. To add to the economic trend,
because the vaccines have we now come, vaccinations
will begin and I hope they will expand very fast from
January onwards because in the service economy,
people are still afraid to go out for shopping, for travel
and tourism and for entertainment.
If people are still afraid, I am afraid the economy
will not revive on the services side and services are
50% of GDP! So vaccination is a very important part of
what happens next year. We need to get that
programme started fast. We need to expand it fast. We
need confidence to come back that it is now safe to go
shopping. It is safe to travel. It is safe to do tourism,
pilgrimages. Once that confidence comes back, then
you will really see a nice good upsurge in 2021,
especially in the second half.
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What are the key factors you see evolving on
the macro front for 2021?
India was in reasonable shape as far as
macroeconomics was concerned before Covid.
There was some fuzzing of the fiscal deficit and yet
it was not too bad. The government had 3.5%,
maybe it was 4.5%, maybe it was 4.5-5%. A very
large number of countries in the world went for a
massive fiscal deficit. Japan did 21% straight away.
The USA did 10% straight away and with the latest
thing we will also go to 20%. India has kept its fiscal
stimulus at no more than 2% of GDP. I have been a
critic of this. I have been a critic saying we are not
doing enough for the poor. We are not doing
enough to push out purchasing power. If you do not
have a large enough fiscal stimulus, you will not
revive the economy fast enough either. I will only
say that I have turned out to be wrong to the extent
that I did not believe the economy could revive to
this extent without a stronger fiscal stimulus.
The good thing about this is the fiscal
prudence that Nirmala Sitharaman has followed. It
means that the long-term scars of Covid will be
much less. With a
So, from having a huge crash, we have shown
resilience and we are rising again. Unless there is
some huge resurgence of a new kind of coronavirus,
a new variant, I would expect that in 2021 this
upsurge will continue and because of that I would
not be surprised if we record GDP growth of 1112%. This would be a good thing. A nice bounce
back from a really low thing. To add to the economic
trend, because the vaccines have we now come,
vaccinations will begin and I hope they will expand
very fast from January onwards because in the
service economy, people are still afraid to go out for
shopping, for travel and tourism and for
entertainment.
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If people are still afraid, I am afraid the
economy will not revive on the services side and
services are 50% of GDP! So vaccination is a very
important part of what happens next year. We need
to get that programme started fast. We need to
expand it fast. We need confidence to come back
that it is now safe to go shopping. It is safe to travel.
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It is safe to do tourism, pilgrimages. Once that confidence
comes back, then you will really see a nice good upsurge in
2021, especially in the second half.
What are the key factors you see evolving on the
macro front for 2021?
India was in reasonable shape as far as
macroeconomics was concerned before Covid. There was
some fuzzing of the fiscal deficit and yet it was not too bad.
The government had 3.5%, maybe it was 4.5%, maybe it
was 4.5-5%. A very large number of countries in the world
went for a massive fiscal deficit. Japan did 21% straight
away. The USA did 10% straight away and with the latest
thing we will also go to 20%. India has kept its fiscal
stimulus at no more than 2% of GDP. I have been a critic of
this. I have been a critic saying we are not doing enough for
the poor. We are not doing enough to push out purchasing
power. If you do not have a large enough fiscal stimulus,
you will not revive the economy fast enough either. I will
only say that I have turned out to be wrong to the extent
that I did not believe the economy could revive to this
extent without a stronger fiscal stimulus.
The good thing about this is the fiscal prudence that
Nirmala Sitharaman has followed. It means that the longterm scars of Covid will be much less. With a
not come. Demographic dividend means there is a
larger proportion of your population working because they
are in the working age of 15 to 45 and to that extent. there
is a smaller number of dependents.If in the population,
you have more workers and relatively few dependents,
then that is the demographic dividend. But for that, the
total labour participation in the economy should be going
up.
In a very large number of similar countries, the
labour force participation of people above the age of 15, is
60-65%. In India, by 2017 or so we had barely managed to
get to 50%. Before Covid, it had fallen to 43% and because
of Covid, it had fallen to 39%. It may pick up a little now but
we have a very serious problem because it is a gender
issue. The men's participation is quite high --75% to 90% in
various places. But female labour participation in rural
areas has come down dramatically.
hould the government continue to spend on
MGNREGA, MSMEs, infrastructure, etc?
There is a consensus among economists that we

should be spending very large sums on infrastructure

capacity to invest.

especially at this stage. Infrastructure takes a long
time and a lot of money. It is very capital intensive.
Currently we have the lowest interest rates that the
world has seen for ages. So you can borrow from
abroad. Even within India the rates for gilts is now down
to 6% or whatever and in the crisis of 1991, the rate on
gilts was 13-14%. So as interest rates have come down,
this is an excellent time to be doing long-term
investment in infrastructure.

Do you think that by second half of 2021, RBI will
begin the process of monetary policy normalisation?

My real problem is that we already have such big
infrastructure projects which never seem to get
completed. We have been independent for 75 years,
you still cannot build a railway line to Srinagar. I mean
how pathetic can you get. In China, they can go all the
way over Tibet and all the way to Lhasa and can build a
railway line. We cannot even get to the valley of
Srinagar. Why has the east-west corridor taken more
than 15 years and we still cannot do it? Mr Modi said I
am going to this bullet train between Ahmedabad and
Mumbai but just cannot acquire the land for that. We
need to invest in infrastructure in a big way but before
we can invest in infrastructure, we need to improve our

RBI has very clearly admitted that between
inflation and growth, the focus of the RBI today is on
growth and not on inflation. So while everybody is used
to the idea that RBI is only worried about inflation and
what it will do interest rates, the RBI wants growth to
resume and because of this, it gave the loan moratoria,
the special dispensation for MSMEs and is doing its level
best to ensure that various problems of insolvency are
resolved quickly.
The focus of RBI is going to be on promoting
growth. It is not going to be in a hurry to raise interest
rates. It will tolerate higher rates of inflation than it
might have done in the past because after a bad 2020,
2021 must be the year of growth. Let nobody say that
2021 was about to boom and the RBI killed it by raising
interest rates. That is the last thing the RBI wants to be
said and therefore I would expect the RBI to be more
supportive of growth and more willing to tolerate
inflation than some other gentlemen seem to think.
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